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50 years of Tri-ang - Hornby Pullmans 1958 to 2008

Tri‐ang Catalogue Number R228 Pullman Car “MARY” produced between 1958 to 1973.
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50 years of Tri‐ang ‐ Hornby Pullmans 1958 to 2008

Pullman car models of 1958 (above) & 2003 (below).
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ABOUT HORNBY
Hornby is a household name and is famous as the UK brand leader in the model railway hobby.
The founder of the current Hornby Hobbies Company (when Rovex) was Venetian.
The Beginning of Hornby
Frank Hornby (1863 ‐ 1936) who applied for a patent in 1901 to protect an invention he called
‘Improvements in Toy or Educational Devices for Children and Young People’. Nobody then could have
imagined how this product would influence the model railway hobby that we know today. Frank Hornby
was granted his patent and soon put the invention into production under the name ‘Mechanics Made
Easy’. This led to the establishment of Meccano Ltd in 1907. Such was the success of the company; Frank
Hornby had to regularly move his factory to new and larger premises. Meccano was to become one of
the classic toys of all time.
Meccano Production
Meccano production continued during the First World War and Hornby took
the opportunity to introduce toy trains in 1920. Hornby Trains were powered
by a high quality clockwork motor, made of metal pressings held together by
Meccano nuts and bolts, and ‘0’ gauge in size. Hornby Trains were an instant
success and the company was quick to introduce more engines and
accessories. In 1925 the first Hornby electric train was produced, operating
from a mains supply of 100‐250 volts. By 1929, Hornby had evolved a much
safer system and electric models worked from a six volt DC source.
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Hornby Dublo and Tri‐ang Hornby
In 1938, Hornby Dublo (‘00’) was launched. This was approximately half the
size of the ‘0’ gauge system except that the locomotives had cast metal
bodies, not pressed metal, and the buildings were made of wood. Both
clockwork and electric sets were available before the Second World War,
although these were limited to Sir Nigel Gresley, an LNER A4 Class Pacific,
and an LNER Class N2 tank locomotive in the liveries of the ‘big four’
companies of the time (GWR, LMS, LNER and SR).
Production stopped during the Second World War (1939 ‐ 1945) but Hornby
Dublo soon reappeared once the war was over, although without a clockwork
range. By the late 1950s, it was clear that Hornby Dublo was losing ground to
its competitors and changed from a three‐rail system to the established two‐
rail track system in 1959.
Hornby came under increasing pressure from rival company Rovex with its
brand of Tri‐ang Railways, who had developed plastic bodied trains and
carried out its manufacturing at a purpose‐built factory in Margate, Kent.
Hornby Dublo and Tri‐ang Railways rivalled each other during the early 1960s
and following the acquisition in 1964 of Meccano Ltd by Lines Bros (the parent company of Tri‐ang
Railways), the Hornby name was transferred (along with its copyright) to Rovex so that Tri‐ang Railways
could be renamed Tri‐ang Hornby.
Production of Hornby Dublo ceased in 1964 and some of the tooling was purchased by G&R Wrenn Ltd
(another division of Lines Bros.) to launch Tri‐ang Wrenn in 1967.
The Tri‐ang Hornby period is best remembered by many for the change to British Rail blue liveries on
diesel locomotives, the introduction of pre‐Nationalisation liveries for steam locomotives and the launch
of Battle Space and Battle Zone. Some of the locomotives produced during this time included the E3000,
Hymek, Class 37, M7, Hall Class, Coronation Class, Flying Scotsman and Evening Star.
When in 1971 the Lines Group was broken‐up the model railway system which had from 1965 been
known as Tri‐ang Hornby was renamed Hornby Railways in January 1972. Even though the name
changed, production continued at the Margate factory.
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The specification of a large part of the range was also upgraded in the late 1970s in response to the
competition provided by Airfix and Mainline and really began to take effect in 1979 onwards to make it
more attractive to adult enthusiasts and improvements were carried out to provide finer scale wheels,
wire handrails on locomotives, better paint finish on plastic bodies and high definition printing of logos.

From Hornby Railways to Hornby Group Plc
There was a steady flow of new locomotives during the late 1970s and early
1980’s including the A4, ‘Footballer’, King, Patriot and Duchess Classes. New
diesels included the High Speed Train (HST) which became a popular model
instantly. At the same time a new range of regional and BR Mk3 coaches
were introduced, which would serve the system for many years.
Other products included a 31/2” gauge steam powered model of Stephenson’s
Rocket, Zero 1 (the forerunner to DCC) and a model of the ill‐fated tilting
Advanced Passenger Train (APT).
In 1980 the company, now known as Hornby Hobbies Ltd, became an
independent company and on 29 October 1986 was floated on the Unlisted
Securities Market, becoming a public company.
Changes taking place on British Railways and privatisation of the railways at
this time brought several new eye catching liveries that were eagerly
modelled by Hornby. The demand for these liveries and higher standards of
modelling led to a number of models being retooled. New products also
included a Thomas the Tank Engine and Friends range, based on the
television series.
The Thomas series was launched in 1985 at the same time as other new models were added to the
Hornby range, including BR’s electric Class 90 and 91 locomotives and Mk4 InterCity coaches.
Today, more privatised companies using the railway system have brought a further choice of new and
diverse liveries to model. All Hornby manufacturing moved to China in 1995 and the first model to be
produced in China was the Class 92. The first high quality model was the Rebuilt Merchant Navy Class
locomotive, which was to become a benchmark of quality for future locomotives and rolling stock.
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Hornby launched the first commercially produced ‘00’ gauge live steam locomotive in September 2003,
paving the way for another product line to the company’s already expanding range, consisting of more
than 650 current items.
Now simply called "Hornby", the company justifiably retains the name, although the Company is
different with the position held now for more than 50 years as Britain’s leading model railway
manufacturer.

The Tri‐ang Pullman Cars 1958 – 1974.
The history of these models has been traced back to 1957 when the design work commenced on First
Class Parlour Car R228.
With a choice of names: ANNE, RUTH, MARY and JANE’ the cars had an interior which included tables
laid for a meal and brass table lamps with pink shades.
The model was under scale and could easily be seen as a version of the composite cars in service within
6‐Pul and 6‐City emu sets.
The names ANNE and RUTH were actually allocated to cars in operation on the SR at the time.
The vestibule end windows were a copy of the SR electric emu Pullman cars.
1958 April ‐ the models were released to enthusiastic reviews within the model railway press.

Pullman Parlour Car MARY
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1960 saw the addition of the second class Parlour Brake R328.

Parlour Brake Car No.79
1960 May ‐ the first all Pullman set was released RS3 which included locomotive No.70000 “BRITANNIA”
with two first class parlour and one second class parlour brake cars.
A conversion was offered in the April 1961 issue of Model Railway Constructor suggesting the use of 6
cars to make up a 5 car Brighton Belle set.
Variations.
1962 ‐ The first known variation was noted when R279 roof boards for the ‘South Wales Pullman’ were
made available for fitting to the roof.
To allow the fitting of the roof boards the roof had two slots added on each side, note the slots, one
above the “P” the other above the “N”.

Note the slots, one above the letter “P” the other above the “N”
1962 ‐ The introduction of R285 self adhesive ‘Golden Arrow’ stickers for fitting on the body sides next
to the Pullman Coat of Arms. The packet contained enough for three cars and had one locomotive
headboard.
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1965 ‐ By this year the axle boxes became enclosed.
1970 August ‐ the wheel rims were painted white as an experiment to see how the public reacted.
1971 January ‐ fine scale white rimmed wheels were fitted. This lead to the addition of an ‘A’ suffix to
the ‘R’ number; thus R228 and R328 became R228A and R328A.
Table Lamps.
A further variation, at an unknown date, were the brass table lamps no longer being painted ‘pink’.
Another change in the early 1970’s was the replacement of the table lamp and shade with a simple brass
spike.
Sales records, from 1962 to withdrawal in late 1974 indicate that over 100,000 of each car were made.
1974 ‐ The last year of production when a total of 4,000 of R228A and 5,000 of R328A were produced.

Continental Sleeper.
1963 to 1965 only the first models were made available as the R625 Wagon Lits Car.

The model bears no resemblance to any CIWL vehicle and can be seen as the body of R228 in midnight
blue livery but carrying the correct inscriptions.
The interior seating can be found in blue, grey or beige.
Production of the model lasted only two years.
No models were produced in 1965 and the model was withdrawn from the 1966 catalogue.
Two years of production saw a total of 4,800 made. This model is quite scarce today.
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The Blue Pullman 1963 – 1974.

The Western Region – 8 car set both First & Second Class.
The real Blue Pullman was introduced onto British Railways in mid 1960.
Tri‐ang produced the first models in 1963 and these consisted of a motorised power car R555, and a
dummy power car R556 and a parlour car R426 the parlour cars always carried the identity of W60745.
All were available individually but from 1964 were available in the RS52 three car set.
The cars were based on the Western Region 8 x car sets with the destination blind fitted to the right of
the body side vents (as painted black on the above model).
The power cars both carried the number W60097.

The ‘Midland Pullman’ – 6 car set all First Class.
(Unlike the Western Region 8 x car sets the ‘Midland Pullman’ 6 x car sets did not have destination
blinds fitted).
At no time during the period of production were any models of the Kitchen car produced.
Between 1963 & 1967 the livery was all over blue with white window surrounds.
The elongated post 1960 Pullman Coat of Arms applied to the cab front.
1968 ‐ The cab was painted yellow following BR Practice.
1969 ‐ The whole livery was changed, following BR practice, to grey & blue, and as with BR policy,
Pullman cars were painted in the reverse livery of the normal blue & grey.
(Refer to R230 ‘Golden Arrow’ car).
1971 ‐ Production of the grey & blue liveried cars ceases.
1974 ‐ Final production took place with train set R538 in electric blue with a grey window stripe and
white crest in the middle of each side.
It is 34 years since production ceased, and interest in a new production run (updated model) is a never
ending debate within the model Railway enthusiast fraternity, will Hornby take up the challenge?
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The Hornby Cars 1975 – 2008.
1975 ‐ The release of the scale length first class parlour car LUCILLE R229 (1975 to 1976).
Hornby undertook research on this model using the original 1928 first class parlour car LUCILLE.
The model had a silver roof.

Parlour First LUCILLE

1977 – 1979 The model was released without a body side name but instead a choice of four names on a
transfer sheet these being LUCILLE, AGATHA, URSULA & SHEILA.

Differences in the applied livery over the years
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1975 – 1978 a second version of the first class parlour was produced as a ‘Golden Arrow’ car S309S
R230. In real life this was Pullman car ‘HERCULES’, a parlour car built in 1951 for the ‘Golden Arrow’
operation. So, the model was not a true representation of the original. The roof was a grey/blue colour.
1978 ‐ Was the last year of production and the lettering, with regard to the S309S, was reduced in size.
Also the grey around the toilet window was not as bold.

1980 ‐ The parlour brake second R233 was released. The model came with a choice of transfers giving
the car numbers 77, 78, 79 & 80.
Hornby undertook research on this model using the only original 1928 parlour brake, Car No.79.
The roof was silver.

Parlour Brake Second Class CAR No.77
1980 ‐ R229 catalogue number changed to R223.
1984 ‐ Set R469 Venice Simplon Orient‐Express Pullman cars.
Choices of names were offered in transfers: AUDREY, CYGNUS, IBIS, IONE, MINERVA, PERSEUS, PHOENIX
and ZENA.
The models had a white roof and Gresley bogies. Also, 2,700 R558 Orient Express sets were produced.
The set contained a BR blue liveried Class 47 and three white roof pre‐named Pullman cars R491
CYGNUS, R492 PERSEUS and R493 PHOENIX.
Of the sets produced, 100 R568 had no power unit and 200 R788 were sold with no track.
Also 1,000 of each of these cars PERSEUS & CYGNUS were sold separately as souvenirs on board the
VSO‐E. These models were mounted on plinths with a brass plaque and 2 buffer stops within a specially
designed grey box.
2002 ‐ R223 withdrawn from catalogue with the impending release of the new models in 2003.
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The Hornby Cars 2003.
This was a new era in Pullman cars with the introduction of 5 new models.
The first three new cars were issued in the ‘Bournemouth Belle’ train pack R2300 in February of 2003.
They were followed in early March when the additional three car pack R4169 for the ‘Bournemouth
Belle’ was released.
This was only for the second occasion that Hornby models had carried the post 1960 Pullman coat of
arms; for the first being the ‘The Queen of Scots’ set R1024.
The New Models

Post 1960 liveried Vestibules of CAR No.169 & Rosemary

The Parlour First of 1975 and 2003
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The Parlour Brakes of 1980 and 2003

In post 1960 livery Parlour First Rosemary
The first 3 cars were released in the R2300 ‘Bournemouth Belle’ train pack; these being Car No.62, Car
No.169 and ROSEMARY; all in post 1960 livery.
An additional Pullman car pack R4169 for the ‘Bournemouth Belle’ contained
Car No.66, Car No.63 and FINGALL; again all in post 1960 livery.
Further cars were released for individual sale in early April 2003.
The five individual cars were:‐
R4143 Parlour First
LEONA.
R4144 Parlour Third
CAR No.35.
R4145 Kitchen First
CYNTHIA.
R4146 Kitchen Third
Car No.171.
R4150 Parlour Brake Third Car No.65.
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Pullman Sets and Train Packs.
1984 – 1987.

‘ORIENT EXPRESS’
Eight names choice as transfers 1984 – 1987.
CYGNUS, PERSEUS, PHOENIX all 1984 – 1985.

1984.

PERSEUS or CYGNUS plinth mounted with brass plaque and two buffer stops sold within
a grey box.

1994 ‐ 1996.

The ‘Tees Tyne Pullman’ R770.
Pullman cars:‐ R241 ANSONIA, R217 ROSEMARY, R236 CAR No.77. Silver roofs.

1998 ‐ 1996.

The ‘Kentish Belle’ R2079.
Pullman cars:‐ R4037W ADRIAN, R4038W LYDIA, R4039W Car No.68.
Grey roofs, with destination boards printed on each side of the roofs.

2000.

The ‘Yorkshire Pullman’ R2168.
Pullman cars:‐ ZENA, EUNICE, Car No.65.

2001.

The ‘Queen of Scots Pullman’ R1024.
Pullman cars:‐ SHEILA, JUANA, CAR No.78.
first appearance.

Note: Pullman coat of arms post 1960,

2002.

The ‘Thanet Belle’ R2279M.
Pullman cars:‐ CORAL, MAID OF KENT, Car No.11.

2003

The ‘Bournemouth Belle’ R2300.
Pullman cars:‐ Car No.62, Car No.169, ROSEMARY.
Note: Pullman coat of arms post 1960. Second appearance.
Additional Pullman car pack R4169.
Car No.66, Car No.63, FINGALL. Note: Pullman coat of arms post 1960.

2003 ‐2008.

The Venice Simplon Orient – Express R1038/1073.
Pullman cars:‐ CYGNUS – 2003 ‐ 2006. R1038.
IBIS – 2003 – 2006. R1038.
MINERVA – 2003 – 2006. R1038.
CYGNUS – 2007 – 2008. R1073.
IBIS – 2007 – 2008. R1073.
LUCILLE – 2006 – 2008. R4254
PERSEUS – 2006 – 2008. R4254.
ZENA – 2006 – 2008. R4254.
MINERVA – 2007 – 2008. R1073.
IONE – 2006 – 2008. R4254.

2003 ‐ 2004.

The ‘Queen of Scots Pullman’ R2365M
Pullman cars:‐ CAR No.64, CAR No.161, ROSAMUND
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2004 – 2005.

The ‘Western Pullman’ R1048
Containing
Pullman cars:‐ AURELIA, CHLORIA, CAR No.54 CAR No.27.

2004.

The ‘Golden Arrow’ R2369
Pullman cars:‐ NIOBE, ONYX, CECILIA, MINERVA.
ADRIAN coach pack R4196.
ZENOBIA coach pack R4196.

2005.

Marks & Spencer – ‘Orient Express’ R1062
Pullman cars:‐ LUCILLE, AGATHA, CAR No.88.

2006 ‐ 2008.

The ‘Devon Belle’R2568
Pullman cars: ‐ CAR No.61, IOLANTHE, CAR No.36.
R4251 Coach pack FINGALL, MINERVA, CAR No.65.

2007.

The ‘Queen of Scots Pullman’ R2598M
Pullman cars:‐ CAR No.77.

2007.

The ‘Bournemouth Belle’ X5922/X5923/X5924
Pullman cars:‐ ROSEMARY X5922, CAR No.31 X5923, Car No.154 X5924.
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Hornby Railways 2008 Pullman Related Train Sets
The ‘EAST COAST PULLMAN’ ‐ R1097.

Pullman cars: ‐ LUCILLE, AGATHA, CAR No.?

The ‘GWR – WESTERN PULLMAN’ ‐ R1077.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The ultimate in train sets! A Castle Class locomotive, three Pullman cars, a Pannier tank plus wagons,
add in the Hornby Digital Select Control Unit and you have more than a set, you have the makings of a
really impressive model railway layout! The track configuration will allow the operator, using the Select
digital unit, the ability to have the Pullman train running around the looped circuit while the 0‐6‐0
Pannier locomotive can be busy shunting the wagons around either of the two sidings. Or course, there
can also be interaction between the two trains with the locomotives double heading and pulling all the
Pullman cars and wagons in one long train. This set includes a new design Hornby TrakMat.
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CONTENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GWR Castle Class 'Whittington Castle'
Three Pullman 1st Class Parlour Cars ‐ ZENA, EVADNE & JUANA .
(Refer to page 24 for an image of car ZENA)
GWR 0‐6‐0 Class 2721 Pannier Tank
Ore Wagon
6 Plank Wagon 'Wallace Spiers'
GWR 12ton Vent Van
Track: Starter Oval plus Extension Track Packs A & B (with two points and two buffer stops)
Hornby TrakMat
Hornby Select Digital Control Unit

Product Code ‐ R1073.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
What an absolutely amazing train set! Not only does this set have a top of the range locomotive but also
three sensational Pullman cars which are complete with a staggering amount of interior detail including
table lamps that actually stay lit even when the
train is stationary! Included with this set is the Hornby Select Digital control which takes controlling a
model railway to new heights.
The substantial twin circuit of track with siding fits neatly onto the TrakMat included allowing, with the
addition of Hornby Track and Accessory Packs for a fully functional layout to be created. And by adding
further decoder fitted locomotives controlled by the Select, a busy and rewarding model railway can
soon develop.
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Contents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BR 4‐6‐2 Clan Line Merchant Navy Class Locomotive
Pullman First Class Kitchen Car, Minerva
Pullman First Class Parlour Car Cygnus
Pullman First Class Parlour Car Ibis
Track: 3rd Radius Starter Oval
Track Packs A, B and C (with two points and two buffer stops)
R8213 Hornby Select Digital Controller
R8241 Power Track
R8217 Hornby TrakMat

Product Code ‐ R2568 – The ‘DEVON BELLE’.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
'The Devon Belle' Pullman was inaugurated in 1947 by the then Southern Railway where it operated
between Waterloo and Ilfracombe, with a section of the train running to Exeter and Plymouth. The
service was not daily but was scheduled to run on Mondays, Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays in each
direction, however in 1948 an additional down service was operated on a Thursday. The service
continued for several years with minor alterations to the train's formation and timing but in 1954 due to
falling demand the service was cancelled. The Great British Train Pack and additional coach pack are
representative of sections of the 'Devon Belle' during the latter days of the service with each train pack
containing a numbered limited edition certificate.
CONTENTS
BR 4‐6‐2 West Country Class 'Watersmeet'
Pullman 3rd Kitchen Car 'No. 61', Pullman 1st Kitchen Car 'Iolanthe', Pullman 3rd Parlour Car 'No. 36'
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Product Code ‐ R1038.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Inspired by the luxurious rail experience which is the Venice‐Simplon Orient Express, this beautifully
presented and incredibly complete train set makes a perfect gift for those looking for a creative and
rewarding pastime.
Not only does this set have a top‐of‐the‐range locomotive but also three sensational Pullman cars which
are complete with extensive detail and table lamps that actually light when the train is in motion. The
substantial double track circuit is large enough to allow an additional train to be added at a later date to
either the inner or outer oval and it is for this reason that the HM2000 twin controller has also been
included so that two trains can be independently controlled while operating on the two seperate
circuits. And when it comes to planning a larger layout, the Hornby Virtual Railway CD‐Rom, also
included, will help the user to do just that!
Contents
BR (SR) Class 8P 4‐6‐2 'United States Lines' Merchant Navy Class locomotive
Pullman 1st Class Parlour Car 'Cygnus'
Pullman 1st Class Kitchen Car 'Ibis'
Pullman Brake Car 'Minerva'
HM2000 Power Controller
Two ovals of track and crossover (requires 1905mm x 1067mm)
Hornby Virtual Railway CD‐Rom
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Product Code – The ‘BLUE PULLMAN’ ‐ R1093

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Blue Pullman special tour trains commenced operation in January 2006 and fondly recall the Blue
Pullman trains of the 1960s.This evolution of the Blue Pullmans, which are successfully operated by
Hertfordshire Rail Tours and FM Rail now offer a variety of excursions to cities, towns and visitor
locations around the British Isles, with the passengers enjoying their trip in superb comfort. The Hornby
Blue Pullman captures the luxurious style and charm of the full size train. The specially liveried Class 47
locomotive pulls a selection of the Blue Pullmans coaches around an oval of track with siding which fits
neatly onto the Hornby TrakMat included with the set. With the addition of Hornby Track and Accessory
Packs the 6x 4 TrakMat can soon become a model railway befitting such an elegant set.
Contents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FM Rail Co‐Co Diesel Dionysos Class 47
Two Blue Pullman Mk2 coaches
1 Blue Pullman Mk2 Brake coach
Track: 3rd Radius Starter Oval
Track Pack A (with point and buffer stop)
C990 Wall Plug Transformer
R965 Train Controller
R8206 Power Track
R8217 Hornby TrakMat (1575 x 1143mm
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Hornby Railways 2008 Pullman Car Range.

The all new Pullman coaches from Hornby feature an interior lighting system that draws a minimal
current from the track, allowing the modeller to run a full rake of coaches without any adverse power
effects.
Product Code ‐ R4146A
1914 to 1959
Pullman Coat of Arms

1960 to 1965
Pullman Coat of Arms

Product Code ‐ R4165

Pullman 3rd Class Kitchen 'Car No. 167'
The all new Pullman coaches from Hornby feature an interior lighting system that draws a minimal
current from the track, allowing the modeller to run a full rake of coaches without any adverse power
effects.
MODEL SPECIFICATION
Length: 263mm; Running name: 'Car No. 167'; Livery: Pullman umber and cream (smooth sided); Period:
1960s; Built: 1924.
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Product Code ‐ R4164A

Pullman 1st Class Kitchen Car 'Argus'
The all new Pullman coaches from Hornby feature an interior lighting system that draws a minimal
current from the track, allowing the modeller to run a full rake of coaches without any adverse power
effects.
MODEL SPECIFICATION
Length: 263mm; Running name: 'Argus'; Livery: Pullman cream and umber (smooth sided); Period:
1960s; Built: 1924.

Product Code ‐ R4163B

Pullman 3rd Class Parlour 'Car No. 64'
Car No. 64 was built in 1928 as a third class parlour car, but began service as a second class restaurant
car on London ‐ Harwich boat trains. Other duties included the 'Bournemouth Belle' and for a time ran
as part of the Bulmer's Cider Pullman train.
MODEL SPECIFICATION
Length: 263mm; Running name: 'Car No. 64'; Livery: Pullman cream and umber (smooth sided); Period:
1960s; Built: 1928.
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Product Code ‐ R4150

The all new Pullman coaches from Hornby feature an interior lighting system that draws a minimal
current from the track, allowing the modeller to run a full rake of coaches without any adverse power
effects.

Product Code ‐ R4145B

Pullman 1st Class Kitchen Car 'Sappho'
The all new Pullman coaches from Hornby feature an interior lighting system that draws a minimal
current from the track, allowing the modeller to run a full rake of coaches without any adverse power
effects.
MODEL SPECIFICATION
Length: 263mm; Running name: 'Sappho'; Livery: Pullman cream and umber (matchboard sided); Period:
1950s; Built: 1927.
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Product Code ‐ R4144B

The all new Pullman coaches from Hornby feature an interior lighting system that draws a minimal
current from the track, allowing the modeller to run a full rake of coaches without any adverse power
effects.
MODEL SPECIFICATION
Length: 263mm; Running name: 'Car No. 34'; Livery: Pullman cream and umber (matchboard sided);
Period: 1950s; Built: 1926.
The ‘GWR – WESTERN PULLMAN’ Set ‐ R1077 – Pullman Cars within Set.
As per page 16, this set includes three First Class Parlour cars of the 1928 build, note these models do
not have interior lighting.
The livery of these cars is referenced as ‘old standard’ as used by the Pullman Car Company from 1906
until 1929 (except the South Eastern & Chatham Railway, Metropolitan Railway & Great Eastern cars).
Hornby to date have only produced these liveried cars within the ‘Train Set’ ranges.
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Young or old, keen modeller or just a beginner, the Hornby RailRoad range answers the needs of many
and is a perfect complement to the variety of locomotives, rolling stock, track, buildings, and accessories
that can be found in the current Hornby catalogue. Devoid of easily damaged detail parts the suitably
livered RailRoad locomotives are fitted with efficient drive mechanisms and have pickups on all drive
wheels ensuring smooth running. All the RailRoad models are fitted with the standard Hornby hook and
bar type couplings and will therefore easily couple to those locomotives and rolling stock in both the
standard Hornby and Thomas & Friends ranges. With this in mind it is easy to see that those models that
make up the Hornby RailRoad range are a simple and cost effective way of adding to a train set
providing a suitable and most appropriate stepping stone into the varied and fascinating World of model
railways.
The introductory range offers not only a selection of individual locomotives, rolling stock and accessories
but an assortment of train and wagon packs ideally suited for either train set rolling stock enhancements
or for those who wish to experiment and try their hands at developing their modelling techniques
Product Code ‐ R4313 – CAR No.65 ‐ 1928 Parlour Brake Livery c1930 – 1960.
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Product Code ‐ R4312 – ROSEMARY ‐ 1928 Parlour car Livery c1930 – 1960.

COUPE NEWS
The only Pullman related newsletter published electronically monthly

For your free copy just e-mail pullmancarservices@yahoo.co.uk
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